
LO: To identify and understand forces. 

Success Criteria 

·       Identify push and pull forces 

·       Identify contact and non-contact 

·       Explore forces on everyday objects 



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zkw8q6f

If you can watch this video and see if you can 

spot examples of push and pull forces. 







Pushes and pulls are forces. When you

push or pull something you make it start

or stop moving. 

What force is being used in these pictures? 

Does it make the object start or stop moving?



What force is being used in these pictures? 

Does it make the object start or stop moving?



Contact Forces 

Many forces need to touch an object before they can

affect it. These forces are called contact forces. When

you throw a ball, you have to touch the ball to put a

force on it. When you go down hill on a bicycle, the

brakes need to touch the wheel to produce the force

called friction so that you can slow down. 

Non-contact force  

Is a force that affects something from a distance like gravity.  Some forces do

not need to touch the things that they are affecting. Some forces can affect

an object from a distance. 



You are now going to explore a selection of

objects with a force acting on them.

  For each set up you will need to: 

·         draw the set up 

·         label if it is a push or pull 

·         decide if it is a contact or non-contact force



You will need:

- a fridge magnet

- a sheet of paper

- a book

- a rope (you could use a skipping rope, belt, dressing gown tie or a towel.)

- a paper aeroplane (see next slide for how to make one. )





Draw each activity then label:

- is it a push or pull 

- contact or non- contact. 



Which of our set ups had

the force friction acting

on it?

Can you label the correct

diagram?



Which of our set ups had air

resistance acting on it?

How?

Can you label the correct

diagram?



Which of our set

ups had magnetism

acting on it?

Why?

Can you label the

correct diagram?



Which of our set ups

had gravity acting on it?

How?

Can you label the

correct diagram?



- What are 2 examples of a pull force?

- what is a contact force?

- what forces are in action in the picture?

Plenary


